Linux Plumbers net+bpf Track
David S. Miller, Daniel Borkmann, et al.
Welcome and thank you!!!
Five Days

Four hours each day (7am PT - 11am PT), covering five talks

25 talks in total
Technical Committee 2021

David S. Miller
Daniel Borkmann
Jakub Kicinski
Eric Dumazet
Alexei Starovoitov
Andrii Nakryiko
Talks

Time for each talk is 40 minutes including Q & A.

5, 3, and 1 minute warnings will be given by the moderator.

Breaks are 10 minutes long and between talks.

Please be considerate and stay within your allotted time slot.
Active and productive discussion during a session is very much encouraged.

Questions can be asked in the meeting room via:

- live audio/video (preferred)
- public meeting room chat

The moderator will pick the questions from the chat and ask them.
Networking and BPF track schedule is at:

https://linuxplumbersconf.org/event/11/sessions/120

Monday and Friday: LPC keynotes for all attendees after our track ended.
Slides, Papers and Videos

Slides and optional papers for each session can be found here as well:

https://linuxplumbersconf.org/event/11/sessions/120

After the Networking and BPF track, we’ll add links to the video stream.
Be nice to each other

Despite being virtual, we hope you enjoy this week, have fun, learn something new, and help driving the Networking and BPF development forward!

Finally, a big thanks to the LPC sponsors for making this event happen!